A modified concurrent subsystem uncertainty analysis (MCSSUA) method for uncertainty analysis in multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) is presented in this paper a . Given the probabilistic representations of uncertain parameters and model error estimations, the method quickly evaluates the mean and the variance of a system output so as to improve the computational efficiency of probabilistic optimization such as robust design in the MDO environment. The MCSSUA method is an improved version of the original concurrent subsystem uncertainty analysis (CSSUA) method. The method utilizes the strategy of concurrent subsystem analysis to obtain the mean values of the linking variables via suboptimization. The approximation of a system output is generated at the mean values of input parameters and the mean and variance of the system output are derived. The MCSSUA method is more efficient than the original CSSUA method as the number of design variables in suboptimizations is reduced by half. It is more accurate because no assumption of independence among linking variables is required. A comparison of system uncertainty analysis (SUA) method, the CSSUA method, and the modified CSSUA method is made in the context of highly coupled analyses and multidisciplinary robust design. Two MDO examples are presented to demonstrate the proposed method.
Introduction
Uncertainty analysis in multidisciplinary design has been investigated in recent publications [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Uncertainties exist in every aspect of a design process such as in the model structure and parameters due to the abstractions of the realities, assumptions, lack of knowledge, and random physical properties. Taking uncertainties explicitly into account can help designers make more reliable decisions. There are many methods developed for the purpose of uncertainty analysis, or propagating the effect of uncertainty. Those methods include Monte Carlo simulation 10 , first-order secondmoment analysis 11, 12 , stochastic response surface method 13 , and reliability analysis based approaches 14 . However, most of them are applicable only for one discipline or integrated analysis. The challenge is how to efficiently propagate the effect of uncertainty in the context of multidisciplinary analysis and design. Under a multidisciplinary design environment, a system is composed of multidisciplinary subsystems each using a variety of disciplinary models with uncertainties associated with performance predictions. These subsystems are often highly coupled where the performance prediction of one discipline may become the input of another discipline and vice versa. The final American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics output from the integrated multidisciplinary system has an accumulated effect of the uncertainties from the individual disciplines. As integrated multidisciplinary design analysis is computationally expensive and the computational demand of individual subsystem varies from one to another, methods need to be developed to bring the features of a MDO system into account.
Recent years have seen a few studies for multidisciplinary design with the consideration of model structure uncertainty and parameter uncertainty [2] [3] [4] [5] . With Gu's work 2 , model uncertainty is denoted by a range (bias) of the system output; the "worst case" concept and the first-order sensitivity analysis are used to evaluate the interval of the end performance of a multidisciplinary system. Du et al. 4 developed efficient uncertainty propagation techniques that could accommodate generic probabilistic representations of uncertain parameters and model error estimations in a multidisciplinary design system (see Section 2 for details). Two techniques, namely, the system uncertainty analysis (SUA) method and the concurrent subsystem uncertainty analysis (CSSUA) method were proposed. The former approach utilizes Taylor approximations as well as local and global sensitivity analysis (first-order derivatives) to evaluate the mean and variance of a system output, while the later uses only local sensitivities and a parallel scheme that allows uncertainty analysis implemented concurrently at the subsystem level. Both techniques have been applied to robust multidisciplinary design 6 . It has been observed that the accuracy of SUA is generally better than that of CSSUA.
In this paper, a modified concurrent subsystem uncertainty analysis (MCSSUA) method is proposed. This method has the same advantage as CSSUA in that the uncertainty analysis is implemented concurrently within each subsystem, but its accuracy is much better because the assumption of independent linking variables is not required any more. A mathematical example and a real engineering example (electronic packaging problem) are used to demonstrate the proposed method. The advantages of the proposed method are demonstrated by comparing it with the SUA method, the original CSSUA method, the MCSSUA method, and the Monte Carlo simulation (MCS). Fig.1 shows the n-discipline system, where each box represents a simulation program that belongs to a discipline (or subsystem) for design evaluation. s x are the input variables considered by more than one subsystem, also called sharing variables. (2) The outputs of each subsystem i z , which may include linking variables, are often associated with the system attributes for the evaluations of constraints and objectives in optimization.
Frame of References

Problem Formulation
In propagating the effect of uncertainty, the goal is to quantify the distributions of system outputs i z for 
The SUA method
The SUA is an approach that utilizes Taylor approximations as well as sensitivity analysis (firstorder derivatives) to evaluate the variance of a system attribute subject to both parameter and model uncertainties in a multidisciplinary system.
The mean values of linking variables and system outputs are approximated at the mean values of inputs as 
where D stands for vectors of variance and J I , , K are matrices of derivatives of linking variables and system outputs with respect to input variables (see the appendix for details). From Eqn. (5), it is noted that with this approach the total variation of a system output is derived as the sum of the variations contributed by four individual sources, i.e., the uncertainties of the sharing variables x s , the variation of subsystem input variables i x , variation of linking variable i y due to model uncertainty, and the variation of system output i z due to model uncertainty.
The CSSUA method
The CSSUA method facilitates the parallelization of the variance evaluation for system outputs. It is developed in such a way that the mean and variance of each of the subsystems can be calculated simultaneously to facilitate the implementation of parallel computing. 
The independence assumption is the major cause of inaccuracy associated with the original CSSUA.
Modified Concurrent Subsystem
Uncertainty Analysis
MCSSUA
From the introduction of SUA and CSSUA in Section 2, we note that for the evaluation of the mean value of a system output, only one analysis at the system level is required with the SUA method. No analysis at the system level is required with the CSSUA method. For the calculation of variance, the SUA solves the simultaneous linear equations to obtain the linear approximations of linking variables y . Therefore, the total number of system level analysis is one with the SUA method. For the CSSUA, no system level analysis is needed for the mean and variance evaluations. Hence CSSUA is more suitable for the situation under which the system level analysis is very expensive. Even though no system level analysis is required, the efficiency and accuracy of the original CSSUA still need to be improved. Rooms of improvement are examined as the following.
From the aspect of efficiency, first, the original CSSUA requires lots of subsystem analyses which are used for three purposes: 1) evaluating the mean values of linking variable in the suboptimization, 2) evaluating variances of linking variables in the suboptimization and 3) evaluating variances of system outputs after the suboptimization. In each function call of the suboptimiztion, most of the subsystem analyses are needed for purpose 2) since the calculation of variance involves the evaluations of derivatives, of which the number of evaluations is proportional to the number of variables in the function of a linking variable. Meanwhile only one subsystem analysis is required for evaluating the mean values of linking variables. Second, the number of unknown variables in suboptimization of the original CSSUA method is quite large, which is twice as large as the total number of linking variables in the system.
From the aspect of accuracy, the original CSSUA assumes that linking variables are independent with each other. Since this assumption barely holds in most cases, the accuracy of the CSSUA is generally not as good as the SUA method.
To improve the efficiency and accuracy of the original CSSUA method while keeping the feature of simultaneous (concurrent) subsystem analyses, we propose a modified CSSUA method, which does not need any subsystem analysis for purpose 2) and the independent assumption for linking variables. The number of unknown variables in suboptimization is reduced by half to be exactly equal to the number of linking variables. The procedure is as follows. 
1) Find mean values of l inking variable
2) Evaluate the mean value of a system output
The mean value of a system output is evaluated by substituting the mean of linking variable yi µ in Eqn. (3) with the suboptimization result.
3) Evaluate variance of a system output
Following the same principle of the SUA, we obtain the system variance as in Eqn. (5) (see the appendix for details).
From the above procedure, we see that the principle of the MCSSUA is to first obtain the mean values of the linking variables by suboptimization which only utilizes subsystem analyses. The approximation of a system output is then obtained at the mean values of system input and linking variables Mean and variance are then derived based on the approximated function. Based on its working principle, the MCSSUA is expected to result in the following improvements: 1) The number of unknown variables in the suboptimization is only half of the number of unknown variables in the suboptimization of CSSUA. The reduced problem size will be helpful to the convergence of the suboptimization. 2) The computational effort decreases because the subsystem analysis for purpose 2) (evaluating derivatives for variance calculations) is no longer needed.
3) The accuracy of MCSSUA for variance evaluation is better 
Comparison of the different methods
Before we demonstrate the comparative performance of various methods for uncertainty analysis through our examples, we first discuss in principle the comparative efficiency and accuracy of the SUA, the CSSUA and the MCSSUA methods.
Efficiency
Efficiency is measured by the number of system and subsystem analyses. The SUA method needs one system level analysis while the CSSUA and MCSSUA methods do not require any system level analysis. Hence, if the system level analysis is very expensive, we may consider adopt the CSSUA and MCSSUA for analysis and design when the computational burden is concerned. On the other hand, the CSSUA and MCSSUA method need more subsystem level analyses (subsystem analyses) than the SUA due to the suboptimization. If the derivatives are evaluated numerically, the number of subsystem analysis for each different method is summarized as the following. 
Accuracy
All the three methods, the SUA, CSSUA and the MCSSUA are fundamentally approximation methods for uncertainty analysis. The first-and second-order moments (mean and variable) are generally not sufficient enough to capture the full probabilistic distribution of a system output, although they are quite sufficient for some applications such as robust design. Another source of approximation is the Taylor expansion. All the linking variables and system outputs are expanded by the first-order serial at means of input variables and input linking variables. When the variances of input variables are big or the functions are highly nonlinear, the error by the Taylor expansion will become large. For the CSSUA, since it is assumed that all the linking variables are independent with each other, a condition barely holds in reality, its accuracy is generally not as good as that of the SUA and the CSSUA. However, this conclusion may not be always true since the independence assumption is not the unique error source and different error sources may compensate with each. In principle, if the suboptimization in MCSSUA generate same linking variables as the SUA, theoretically, the results from MCSSUA will be the same as those from the SUA. Due to the numerical difficulties for optimization, accurate estimations of linking variables through suboptimization are not guaranteed. Hence, practically, it is possible that the SUA and MCSSUA may generate different results.
Integration of the Methods for Uncertainty Analysis within the MDO Infrastructures
When uncertainties are considered in MDO, the SUA, the CSSUA and the MCSSUA could become useful techniques for uncertainty analysis under the general framework of multidisciplinary design optimization (see Fig. 3 ). American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
Figure 3 MDO with uncertainty analysis
When choosing the appropriate uncertainty analysis technique in MDO, we need to consider not only the efficiency and the accuracy but also the compatibility between the uncertainty analysis method and the MDO infrastructure intended to use. In general, the SUA can work with a single-level MDO infrastructure level (for example, all-in-one MDO approach), while the CSSUA and the MCSSUA can work with the multilevel MDO approaches (for example, the CSSO MDO approach) 17 . Here, the suboptimizer for uncertainty analysis are placed at the sublevel of MDO.
Examples
Our proposed method is demonstrated through multidisciplinary robust design 19, 20 applications where the mean and the variance of an objective are minimized simultaneously subject to robust feasibility 12 .
To compare the merits of various approaches, we investigate the accuracy of using the uncertainty analysis techniques for both multidisciplinary design evaluations (analyses) and optimization. In each comparison, the result from the large amount (10 6 simulation number) of Monte Carlo Simulations (MCS) is considered as the correct solution.
A Mathematical Example
Problem statement Two subsystems are considered (Fig. 4) and the functional relationships are represented as: . k is chosen to be 1 which indicates that with 84.13% probability, the constraint will be satisfied under the assumption that constraint functions are normally distributed. ) are the ideal solutions used to normalize the two aspects in the objective, i.e., optimizing the mean performance and minimizing performance deviations. Table 2 lists the robust design solutions for this multidisciplinary system from using all the four methods. to another, we note that the SUA, the CSSUA, and the MCSSUA methods all generate very close optimal solution to that from the MCS, in terms of the value of the objective function and the feasibility. We also find that the values of the objective function from the SUA 
Electronic Packaging Problem
Problem statement
The electronic packaging problem is a benchmark multidisciplinary problem comprising the coupling between electronic and thermal subsystems. Component resistances (in electronic subsystem) are affected by operating temperatures in (thermal subsystem), while the temperatures depend on the resistances. The subsystem relationship is demonstrated in Figure 8 . A detailed problem statement is provided in Ref. 4 and at http://fmad-www.larc.nasa.gov/mdob/MDOB.
The system analysis consists of the coupled thermal and electrical analyses. The component temperatures calculated in the thermal analysis are needed in the electrical analysis in order to compute the power dissipation of each resistor. Likewise, the power dissipation of each component must be known in order for the thermal analysis to compute the temperatures. Of the two subsystems, the thermal analysis is more complex, which requires a finite difference solution for the temperature distribution calculation. The remaining equations in the thermal subsystem are solved algebraically. All equations of the electrical system are solved algebraically.
The original electronic packaging problem involves only deterministic analyses where no uncertainty is considered. To illustrate the proposed uncertainty analysis method, we assume uncertainties are associated with the input variables x i (i = 1,2,…, 8) and the thermal simulation model, both described by normal distributions. The variation coefficient (the ratio of the standard deviation over the mean) of x i is 0. The results are shown in Tables 3 and 4 . From Tables 3 and 4 , it is noted that the mean values generated by the SUA, the CSSUA and the MCSSUA are very close. Those results under h are small enough to be considered all as zeros.
The estimations of standard deviations by using the SUA, the CSSUA, and the MCSSUA are considered to be satisfactory, while the accuracies of the SUA and the MCSSUA are close and generally better than the CSSUA. However, the CSSUA is less accurate than the SUA and the MCSSUA.
Optimization
The original deterministic optimization model of the electronic packaging problem is represented as:
Find:
8 1~x The optimum solutions by different methods are listed in Table 5 . Similar to the mathematical example presented earlier, the values of the objective and constraints for the SUA, the CSSUA and the MCSSUA in Table 5 are the results confirmed by the MCS based on the optimal solutions identified by these different techniques.
We note that the SUA and the MCSSUA generate optimum solutions that are close to those from the MCS, both in the design variable space and the objective space. The most accurate method is the SUA The results of the SUA and the MCSSUA are slightly different. The accuracy of the CSSUA is the worst because the robust design solution identified is far away from the rest of solutions and the minimized objective function value is the worst. The results from all the techniques tested are feasible.
Closure
A modified concurrent subsystem uncertainty analysis (MCSSUA) method for propagating the effect of uncertainty in the multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) is presented in this paper. The method improves the original concurrent uncertainty analysis (CSSUA) method from two aspects: 1) The efficiency is improved by decreasing the computational effort for subsystem analyses and reducing the number of design variables in the suboptimization and 2) The accuracy is improved by avoiding the assumption of independent linking variables. The comparison of the system analysis (SUA) method, the CSSUA and the MCSSUA is made from both the theoretical point and applications to example problems. We note that depending on the number of variables and the number of disciplines involved, the effectiveness of these techniques varies. The examples illustrate that all the three uncertainty analysis methods are applicable in MDO applications within reasonable tolerance range. Since MCSSUA is generally more efficient and accurate than the CSSUA, the final selection will be between MCSSUA and SUA, depending on the number of disciplines involved, the amount of linking variables, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics the computational needs of subsystem analysis and integrated system analysis. It should be noted that all the three methods investigated are approximation methods since the Taylor expansion and moment marching methods are employed. If high accuracy is needed (for example in reliability analysis and design) or the full distribution of a system output is needed, other approaches may be better suited. However, these approaches are expected to be more much computationally expensive. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
